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“You may not always have a
comfortable life. And you will
not always be able to solve all
the world’s problems at once.
But don’t ever underestimate
the impact you can have,
because history has shown us
that courage can be
contagious, and hope can take
on a life of its own.”
Michelle Obama

Visit the school website on
www.thecompton.org.uk

EXCELLENCE FOR ALL

A message from the Headteacher
Dear Parents and Students

Well, what a year it has
been! 2020 will not be
forgotten. A quote that seems
to ring true is one from Eric
Hoffer (25 July, 1898 – 21 May,
1983) who was an American
moral and social philosopher
(below):
“In times of change learners
inherit the earth, while the
learned
find
themselves
beautifully equipped to deal with
a world that doesn’t exist”

our children and young people
at The Compton School as
“students,” perceiving there to
be a fundamental difference
between
a
“pupil”
and
“student.” Students can and do
play a role in leading their own
learning and, whilst working
closely with teachers, they are
not solely reliant on the teacher
for the acquisition of new
knowledge and development of
skills.
I continue to have admiration
and respect for our students
and for their sustained
engagement throughout this

period of remote learning. I
also remain grateful to parents,
teachers
and
teaching
assistants for the continued
support which you have
provided to our children and
young people. I wish you all a
healthy and restful summer.
The announcements for all
children to return to school
from September will, I am sure,
be a relief to all members of our
school. I will be writing a
separate letter outlining our
plans for a September return.
Please be assured that the
health and safety of your

Ann Marie Mulkerins

children will be at the heart of
all our decision making.
Ann Marie Mulkerins
Headteacher

Message from the Chair of Governors
Dear Parents

Our students are learning in
new ways, which we would
never have imagined at the
start of this year. They are also
becoming the independent,
resilient “learners” that we
need to learn in new contexts,
to solve tomorrow’s problems
and to shape a new future.
We have always referred to

On behalf of your Governing Body, we wanted to say a huge thank you to all the staff, students and
parents for dealing so well with all the ongoing Covid challenges. It has been truly humbling and
inspiring to hear about the massive efforts to keep teaching and learning underway, to submit GCSE
and A Level grades and plan changes so that the school can physically adapt ahead of fuller
reopening in September. We know that this has demanded a lot from
students, parents and carers too. There is though no disguising the
fact that despite these magnificent efforts learning has been
disrupted. Consequently we know that making up for lost ground will
be a central ambition for all at The Compton in the coming year.
Clearly alongside learning, the health and safety of everyone in the
school community in this new context will rightly be front and central
to the strategic oversight of your Governing Body. Skilful and
determined adaptation has been key to getting through these past
few months and we are confident this will continue to serve everyone
well in making a safe return for everyone at The Compton.
We wish you all a safe and healthy summer.
Howard Davies, Chair of Governors
chairofgovernors@thecompton.org.uk

What is the psychology of lockdown?
As a psychology student, Sara wanted to
apply her knowledge of the different theories
she has been studying during lockdown, to
the current events. Real life application of
psychological knowledge is a key skill for
the A Level course. In this article Sara
discusses why the public initially engaged in
panic buying, why some people may follow
the guidance, and why others flout the rules.
Zam Wanyana, Head of Psychology

Lockdown has caused a monumental
shift in behaviour that we may not have
thought possible some time ago.
Psychological theories give us a better
understanding of how we can adapt.
In times of uncertainty, back in March,
our behaviour was governed by our
physiological needs for safety which
makes it almost certain that you or
someone you knew found themselves with
mountains of toilet paper they wouldn’t
usually have stocked in the house. This
panic-induced buying of ‘essentials’ was to
fill the gap created by the virus. According
to Maslow’s hierarchy of needs, this is
because the basic need for security must
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be met before we can address our
emotional needs.
Social Learning Theory is likely the most
revealing of our behaviour during
lockdown. It suggests that much of our
behaviour is learnt from experiences, so is
therefore adaptable to changes such as
this one. Through observing the
consequences of people flouting the rules,
becoming ill or socially rejected, we are
deterred from doing the same. We are also
influenced by the government’s advice as
figures of authority and often truth, we are
more likely to identify with their leadership
and model after them.
As a nation our unique devotion to the
NHS is an explanation for why so many
people have stuck to lockdown. When
polled the public responded better to
“protect the NHS” than to “save lives”,
showing our emotional attachment to our
public health and its ability to influence our
behaviour.
Now we are advised to take collective
action to keep the R rate down and our
responses can be predicted by our group

behaviour. Depending on who you
socialise with, your obedience to the rules
is most likely a result of the Normative
Social Influence of your group.
Explanations for conformity suggest that
we have an emotional need to go along
with whatever our peers deem appropriate
‘normal’, so we are not rejected from the
group. This may be based on the
personalities of our peers, according to
Freud’s psychodynamic approach. If you
find yourself huddled in a group of over six
this signifies that the id, which works on
gratification, is the dominant part of your
personality. If you are in the park with a
couple of people at a socially distanced
space this suggests that you are instructed
by your superego which is conscious of the
morality of the situation.
As we come out of lockdown,
psychology still has a valuable role to play
in being a predictor of the behaviour we
expect to follow.
Sara Rourke
Year 12

Year 9 Academic Mentoring Programme
A massive well done to all the students who took part in Year 9 Academic Mentoring this year 2019-2020:
Monder Abwnawar
Biravin Jeevananthan
Aran Patel
Shahad Almas
Archie Lane
Arezo Saidi
Dea Bobani
Mitchell Lane
Pernell Duncan
Flavius Lupu
Armin Salehigoundoghdouei
Bobby Farrer
Aaminah Madharudeen
Hamza Sogut
Roen Gurguri
Rody Matuasilva
Samira Issa
Christopher Maroto Mediavilla
Zikrullah Nabi
It was great to see you being supported by your sixth form student to work through different tasks in Maths, English and Science
every Monday. Your partners want to wish you a good journey ahead with Year 10 and Year 11 studies. Congratulations!
Kerry Pearce-Histed
Year 9 Manager

Social action by Year 8 wins £1000 for charity
First Give is a secondary
school programme that gets an
entire year group of students
engaging in social action – the
end result of which is an
amazing £1,000 donated by
First Give. Our wonderful Year
8 Students worked through a
programme set by First Give
which included;
- learning about social issues in
our community and choosing
which were important to them
- researching charities working
in our community and as a class
choosing one to represent
- planning and delivering social
action activities (fundraising,
awareness
raising,
volunteering) in support of their
chosen charities
- learning public speaking skills
and putting together creative

presentations about the work
of their charity and how they,
as a class supported their
charities.
Following all the hard work,
each Tutor Group chose
members of their class to

represent them in the School
Final and thus ensued many
rehearsals after school to get
their presentation just right!
The students involved gave
their heart and soul to their
performances and we truly
could not be more proud of
them all. Sadly, due to these
unprecedented
and
unforeseen times the Final did
not happen as planned.
However, thanks to the
wonderful cooperation of our

students,
Powerpoint
presentations were provided to
First Give who made their
choice of Charity to receive the
£1,000 prize monies! First give
have commented that these
were some of the best
presentations they have seen
and that they found it incredibly
hard to make a decision.
However,
after
much
deliberation, the winning Tutor
Group was 8C whose Charity
All Dogs Matter were beyond
delighted to receive the £1,000
donation. Congratulations 8C
– all your hard work, which
included a “Draw Your Dream
Pet” Competition, inviting in
Dogs Trust and hosting a
meeting with a rescue dog for
members of school and your
inspired presentation captured
the imagination of First Give.
We are so proud of all of the
Year 8 students that took part.
You are amazing!. We also
extend our thanks to First Give.
Jane Morley, Year 8 Manager and
Hannah Mann, Key Stage 3 Leader

To our Year 7 Transition
Leaders - THANK YOU!
A very big thank you to
our Year 7 transition
leaders for all their hard
work and input into this
year’s transition booklet.
The new, incoming Year
7 students have really
appreciated receiving the
booklet in the post. It is an
important part of making
the new students feel
welcome and it is all down
to your contributions and
artwork that we were able
to get it completed.
Shelly Rowell
Year Manager
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A time to think, a time to create
Year 8 have been producing some lovely creative work during
their time at home. Students were continuing with the Skate Art
project we had started in January. They produced designs
to go on a skateboard, influenced by the work of Mike
Perry - an American illustrator. They combined
hand written type with landscapes and
cityscapes based on a place. Their final
designs are really imaginative and the
Art Department has been so
impressed. We are hoping to
be able to complete the final
skateboards once we are back in
school.
Adam Ingliss
Art Technician

Human rights inspired portraiture
Year 8 have now moved on to looking at
portraits. This is a topic they will study in
Year 9, so it's a great opportunity to get a
head start. The first task they were set was
based on the ‘Black Lives Matter’
movement. It was inspired by the work of
the artist Aiden Brandon who produces
very moving portraits of victims of brutality.
The Year 9 scheme of work is based on
human rights, so this is a good introduction

into some of the topics we will be looking at
next year. Students were asked to choose
an inspiring figure to base their portrait on.
Students have produced drawings and
paintings of important figures in the fight for
equality, such as Rosa Parks, Nelson
Mandela and Michelle Obama.
Again the work produced was of a very
high standard. Well done Year 8!
Adam Ingliss
Art Technician

Josh Foster

Eva Chalisey

Luke Collins
Ishaq MacLachlan

Emily Kariya

Caitlin Escudero
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Isabel Santucci

Year 7s show off their self portraits, symbols, pattern and style
Well done to Year 7 for all the fantastic creative work
produced during this time working from home! Continuing the
Identity and Belonging project this term, students have studied
the works of portraiture by artists such as Frida Kahlo and
Kehinde Wiley, learning from their bold styles and ideas, and
applying these to influence their own artworks in exciting
ways. A range of skills have been explored along this journey
into Identity, including research and visual moodboarding to
generate ideas, pattern & colour theory, as well as learning to
control the use of tone to show form effectively, both in a series
of fabulous observational drawings of favourite objects, onto
further into observational portraiture. We are very pleased the
final pieces: tonal self-portraits immersed in a vibrant colourful
background of symbols and pattern, have combined these
elements with great success and are looking fantastic!
Emily Spark
Art Teacher

Year 9 Home
Compositions - Life
Under Lockdown Objects that
surround us

Year 9 Self Portraits with ornamental objects

Tiffany

Diyan

Photography and Art GCSE - Documenting Experience
As artists and photographers we
continually seek to explore, document and
capture the world around us in creative
ways, resourcefully using the tools we
have available to us. Some of the world’s
most memorable, powerful & historic
images capture a moment in time. The
times we are in have been, and continue to
be, highly unprecedented. In response,
this term, ‘Documenting Experience’ is
Year 10 Art and Photography project. Our
talented Year 10 Compton creatives have
already produced excellent work rising to
the image-making challenge this context
presented, and continue to do so as this
project develops. Starting by capturing
their viewpoint in a series of primary
source photographs, then by studying
artists & photographers whose works
explore themes closely related to their
own, students have developed highly
individual and wide ranging themes;
including images about: Home, Family,
Current Affairs, Spaces, Routines, Hope,
Isolation, Memories, Journeys...and many
more. Students have been interpreting the
world around them creatively and
exploring a range of media; artists have
been drawing and painting, while

photographers do so with image
manipulation digitally in their best shot
edits. Well done to Year 10 on all the work
you are doing and continue to do in your
personal coursework projects. We
appreciate and are inspired by how
resourceful and creative so many of you
have been in finding solutions and working
from home. We very much look forward to
upcoming outcomes! Keep an eye on our
ComptonArt instagram page for more.
Emily Spark
Art Teacher

Jamilea Saha

Lockdown Music Videos Artwork
Thank you to all students who submitted artworks for the Music department’s ‘Arts
United’ video clip project. The call for submissions was open and welcomed wide
ranging choices of media. We were very pleased with the high quality and exciting
wide range of creative entries: paintings, collages, drawings, photography, fun film
clips, rainbow installations and more! Music must have had a tough time choosing
which would make the edit! The video created included students’ artworks, spoken
work written and performed by Drama students and a number of beautiful musical
performances. If you missed or would like to see it again you can find the ‘Arts United’
video on the Music department’s Youtube channel, and for further art entries (not all
could make it to the clip) make sure to visit our ComptonArt Instagram!
Emily Spark
Art Teacher
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Drama students go above and beyond with on-line learning

We have been so impressed
with the commitment to online
learning from Year 8. The main
tasks that have been set have
been to watch the fabulous His
Dark Materials series and
answer a fun quiz about the
key moments. Each teacher
has set extension tasks and
the majority of students have
been doing this too. Over a
couple of weeks, this included
philosophical
questions,
drawings and still images.
The following students went
above and beyond:

Aisling, Charlie, Erin, Emily,
Eva, Henry, James, Jolie, Josh,
Leoni, Oliver, Pimpa, Rebecca,

Ria, Riya, Saleh, Scarlett,
Shreya, Sophie, Yumi, Zane.
Verity Balcome
Head of Drama

Well done Briana and Alisha!
Briana Avanu in Year 7 has been working very hard to complete all
Drama work set during the lockdown period (photo: Briana’s Midsummer
Night’s Dream storyboard). She always completes every task on time and
to a high standard, even gaining a score of 100% on the Midsummer
Night's Dream quiz. Well done Briana for some amazing work this term!
Hats off also to Alisha Shah in Year 9. Alisha has been a committed and
positive Drama student all year. Since lockdown, she has excelled herself
by adding an extra level of care and detail into her work, and always
submitting it on time. She also makes sure to do any extension tasks set
by her teacher - she has produced five A4 pages of planning for our war
topic. Well done Alisha - fantastic work!
Verity Balcome
Head of Drama
ISOLATION:
together yet alone. united yet separate. connected yet disengaged.
here we are, uniquely solitary.
the world continues to spin on its axis yet we feel a sense that life as we know it has come to a
sudden halt. an anxiousness to return to the way things used to be combined with the fear that
nothing will ever truly be the same again.
here we are, uniquely solitary.
overwhelmed with endless activity possibilities yet with limited access to some of the things we truly
love. confined in our hearts and restricted by our minds. maybe isolation is a time to breathe? or
perhaps we feel suffocated by these constraints that have taken over our daily lives? remember being
held hostage by the routines we used to complain so much of, day in and day out, willing for
weekends and holidays to arrive so we could be truly liberated? we were never really free, then again
we were never really trapped either.
here we are, uniquely solitary.
in a makeshift situation, where months creep by unnoticed, weeks pass in a blur, and the days end as
suddenly as they begun. it’s a strange sensation to feel your life is just out of reach.
i have found being alone to be comforting, i have found it to be distressing. so many emotions and
moments and sentiments to sum up this isolation. the outside world is a scary place, yet we long for it.
our bodies yearn to be swallowed up in the crowds and engulfed in the human-to-human contact we
are being advised against..
so that the loneliness does not take over. keep in mind: this seclusion will not last forever.
amidst this chaos, stay calm. be positive. remain resilient. somehow, in this isolation, we are more
together than we ever have been.
here we are, uniquely solitary.
Sophia Fermo
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Shining Drama Stars
Some
students
have
continuously produced excellent
work since the start of lockdown
and others have really tried hard to
improve their work in preparation
for assessments, and all have
shined bright. Well done to our Year
10 stars:
Frini
Bitzeni;
Andrew
Buckingham; Savannah Dessouky;
Maisy Fox; Marcie Harris; Sadie
Levy-Wade; Toby Lyons; Mateo
Murphy; Ioana Raileanu; Zara
Russell; Tanat Tawinampant
In Year 12, two students who hit
every deadline, took on feedback
and really excelled whilst working
from home were Caitlin Carter and
Sophia Rosso-Fermo. Well done to
you too!
Verity Balcome, Head of Drama

Armchair reviewers on The Old Vic’s A Monster Calls
Well done to the following students who
produced fantastic reviews after watching
The Old Vic’s A Monster Calls as part of
Drama extra-curricular from home:
Athina Bello: A Monster Calls is
strongest when it comes to exploring
depths of emotion. Its frequently heartrending and painful
Josh Foster: I think that the play touches
on an important topic. It is terrible and
tragic to know that someone you care
deeply about is dying and even more so to
know that you are dying. Although there
are surreal elements within the play (the
monster that visits Conor as one example)
I like the minimalist set design and
atmosphere of the play because I think it is
effective in capturing the reality of what it is
like for most people when someone they
care about is dying of cancer. The
characters were very easy to connect with
and I was able to relate to the main
character on some level especially
because of the fact that my gran, who

stayed with us, died of Cancer. Overall I
enjoyed the play; I found it gave me some
things to think about in terms of life and
how I connect with people and deal with
difficult situations. I would definitely
recommend it to people who I know have
lost a loved one to cancer or are currently
battling to get their head around this
terrible disease.
Morgan Davidson: This drama by the Old
Vic theatre showed an imaginative way of
characters changing sense when not
leaving stage such as when Conan was

getting dressed for school when all he
needed was brought on by other people.
The bullying scenes were well acted, and
the emotions of the characters were
portrayed clearly. The ropes that were
effectively made to look like a tree added
to the story. The way his mum’s illness
was shown was quite smart and realistic
making it look and feel like it was real.
Conan’s feelings were well acted right until
the end. I would recommend it for people
in secondary school due to some scenes
being difficult to understand for younger
viewers.
Aleesha Bheekhum: I really enjoyed the
play- it was very good and emotional
Luke Martin: I thought it was so
emotional and amazing.
Enes Sahin: I am reading the book and
my favourite part are the three stories (told
by the monster)
Verity Balcome
Head of Drama

Aprendiendo lenguas en confinamiento

In the Modern Foreign
Languages department, both
students and teachers have
been working hard to ensure
that learning continues to take
place during the school
closure. Despite the range of
challenges and barriers we
have all been faced with,
students in all year groups
have been enjoying their virtual
lessons and making progress
with their language skills from
home.
At Key Stage 3, teachers
have been providing lessons
including voiceovers, allowing
students to benefit from clear,
verbal explanations of more
complex lesson content to
better their understanding as
the lesson goes on. As the
study of languages includes
the two skills of speaking and
listening,
the
audio
accompaniment to lessons has
been extremely advantageous
for our students, ensuring they
continue to practise these
important skills and develop
their
pronunciation
and
intonation when using the
target language. The fun side
of learning a language was
maintained through students
completing interactive online
activities,
using
www.linguascope.com
and
www.languagesonline.org.uk,
quizzes, games and spelling
tests. Our students have
excelled
creratively
by
producing excellent poster
work, as shown in the Year 8

comic strips on the irregular
verb ‘faire’ (photo) by Zane and
Shakira and the Year 9 posters
on the ‘être’ verbs used for the
past tense by Alice and Alisha.
Meanwhile, Primavera and
Maziar used ICT skills to
produce posters on “el
dormitorio” (photo).
At GCSE level, our Year 10
students have continued to
study the course, including

topics on ‘Customs and
Festivals’ and ‘Life at school
and college’. Teachers and
students have enjoyed the
face-to-face interaction in their
live lessons, which allowed
focused practice of grammar
points and the opportunity for
instant
feedback
and
discussion between teachers
and peers alike. Students
reported back that they were

Mazia and Primavera can identify: una television, una estanteria, la
almohada, una silla, la lámpara, un poster, una cama, una mesa, los
libros, un armario, una moqueta, un guardarropa, la raqueta de
tenis, la pelota de tenis. Can you?

very pleased with these
sessions
and
found
it
particularly beneficial for their
assessment preparation and
revision.
Our A Level students in Key
Stage 5 have maintained a
strong work ethic throughout
the remote learning set-up and
have completed studying the
course topics at a very good
pace. The study of the ‘Racism
and Immigration’ module
includes several sub-topics,
reflected in Year 12 mind map
work. As these topics have
featured in recent news stories
and current affairs, extensive
discussion in the target
language between teachers
and students took place in the
live lessons, alongside the ongoing practice of language
skills and study of course
content.
The MFL department is
looking forward to welcoming
our students back in the
autumn term, whatever the
weather
and
whichever
‘method’ of teaching and
learning we must embrace! We
want to thank our students for
their hard work and positive
attitude towards their learning
during these unprecedented
circumstances and challenging
times. We wish you all a
beautiful
and
wonderful
summer! Bonnes vacances!
¡Que tengáis unas buenas
vacaciones!
Cristina Cabeza-Redondo
Head of Spanish
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A fond farewell letter to Year 13
Dear Year 13
Thank you for being such a wonderful,
good humoured and energetic year group.
Your zest for learning, supportiveness of
each other, diligence and perseverance is
admirable.
Over the last few months we have faced
unsettling and challenging circumstances,
however you have demonstrated your
resilience and determination to succeed.
Use these skills to set goals, have
aspirations and achieve as you begin the
next chapter in your lives.
There will be new and exciting
challenges ahead of you. Explore every
opportunity that is available to you. Take
chances and use new experiences to
develop andTenhance your lives. Believe
in yourselves and be proud of who you are
and what you have accomplished.
You have left us with many fond

memories and we hope that when you
look back at your time in the Sixth Form,
you will remember moments that will make
you smile.
We wish you the best of luck with your A
Level and BTEC results and much

happiness and success for the future.
Please stay in touch and let us know how
you are doing!
We will miss you. All the best from The
Sixth Form Team .
Vicky Cran, Year13 Manager

The opportunity directory - for students, by students
Hi guys! My names Akhil Shah and I was a student at the
Compton School and Sixth Form from 2010 – 2018. Currently, I
am studying Economics and Management at Aston University in
Birmingham. During my time at The Compton, staff would
highlight the importance of gaining meaningful work experience
and networking with professionals to develop the foundations for
your future. Having finally understood the importance of this, I
decided to become a part of an initiative called The Opportunity
Directory which aims to empower young individuals, like
yourselves, by providing ways to support your personal growth
and development for your future careers.
The Opportunity Directory is a network with the purpose of
helping young and aspiring professionals to make connections
and find career enriching opportunities such as internships,
workshops and scholarships.
Our goal is to provide a one-stop hub to cater for all the needs
of students that can guide them through the next steps of their
careers.
The four key areas we focus on are Mentorships, Networking,
Internships and Webinars. This combination provides a holistic
approach to building a good foundation for a range of careers
and ensuring people end up on the right track and know the right
people.
We are securing partnerships with companies in a range of
industries to offer internships managed through our database to
streamline application processes for students and ensure that
they can find the roles best suited for their experience and what
they hope to achieve.

Our team comprises of
students of a range of ages all of
whom have taken different career
paths and are at different stages
so are well equipped to advise on
a range of stages of students and
school-leavers situations. We all
share the common goal of
wanting to help other students
further their careers through
collaboration with like-minded
students and professionals.
At The Opportunity Directory we
primarily use LinkedIn as our
networking platform because it allows the ability to create
opportunities for yourself through building professional
relationships - I have been using LinkedIn for over a year now
and it has allowed me to connect with professionals in executive
positions who have given me industry insights which I have
taken advantage of during interviews.
For further information, please contact
outreach@theopportunitydirectory.com or check out our
website: www.theopportunitydirectory.com
Give us a follow on our socials:
LinkedIn: The Opportunity Directory
Instagram: theopportunitydirectory
Akhil Shah
Ex-Compton student

Sixth formers publish online
We have been lucky enough to work
with Exposure Youth Communications
Charity over the last few years and
even luckier that our students have
been able to continue their work during
the lockdown. There have been lots of
articles published, written by our Sixth
Form students, including poetry and
pieces covering a wide range of topics
including Mental Health, Exercise,

Lockdown and the environment. We
are really pleased with the hard work
that students have put in to publishing
their articles and extremely proud of all
their efforts. Students articles along
with many others can be found at
http://exposure.org.uk/.
Exposure
would like to continue receiving
contributions during the closure and we
look forward to working with them
again next year.
Errin Keefe
Year12 Manager
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GCSE Results Day and Sixth Form
Enrolment – Thursday, 20th August
Upon receiving your results you can meet with
staff and discuss your GCSE results. If you
meet the required entry criteria and there is
space available on your chosen courses, we
will finalise your course choices and enrol you
into the Sixth Form (See opposite)

A Level Results day –
Thursday, 13th August
Members of the Sixth Form team and the
Senior Leadership Team will be on hand to
offer advice and guidance (See opposite)

Year 11 GCSE Results Day - Thursday, 20th August
Year 11 GCSE Results Day is Thursday, 20th August this year,
9am-12.30pm. It will take place in school with social distancing
precautions in place. After such a long time out of school, we felt
it was important to give students a chance to have a sense of
closure on this part of their education journey and to ensure they
were guided onto the next stage successfully.
Please read the following guidance on how the day will operate:
• We have arranged individual meetings for every student in
Year 11. This will be either to enrol the students in Sixth Form or
to provide advice and guidance on their next steps after GCSE.
• Each student will receive a letter before the end of term
inviting them in at a specific time.
• To ensure there is a limited number of students in the building
at one time, each student will be given a specific time slot of 30
minutes to collect results and take part in their results day
meeting. Following the meeting students will need to leave the
building to allow space for the next group to arrive.
• A team of staff will be on hand to support students and
conduct the meetings.
• To reduce contact between students and staff, all the
paperwork for the meetings has been moved electronically.
Students will now complete all their Sixth Form enrolment
paperwork through a new area set up on the website.
• If students are unable to attend on the day, arrangements will

• The Year 13 results day will operate
with similar limits on time spent in the
building
• Students will be invited in for a thirtyminute period only to collect their results
and celebrate their hard work and
achievements.
• Members of the Sixth Form team and
senior staff will be on hand to offer
guidance and support.

A Level Results Day 2019

be made to send their results out to them and conduct follow-up

meetings.

• To ensure everyone has the opportunity to celebrate the

achievements of our Year 11 students, we will be arranging a

GCSE Results
Dayas2019
celebration
event
soon as restrictions allow this.

• Similarly to the Year 11 students, we do
also appreciate that Year 13 students have
not had a proper opportunity to celebrate
the end of their Sixth Form journey with
friends and staff. Once rules are relaxed
and life begins to return to normal, we will
look to arrange a celebration event for the
year group.
• It is essential that students stick to their
allocated time slot below:
Surname Time Slot
A–B
9.00am - 9.30am
C–F
9.30am - 10.00am
G–L
10.00am - 10.30am
M–R
10.30am - 11.00am
S–Z
11.00am - 11.30am
Collection of results will close at 12.00pm
• For any student who is in Clearing, has
not applied to University or is pursuing
other Post-18 options, the Sixth Form
team will be available on the day to
support students with applications.

• If you have had your results emailed
home or wish to have further guidance
about your next steps, a member of the
Sixth Form Team will be available to talk
between 1.00pm and 4.00pm by contact
via: Telephone: 02082168055
Email: dominique.doyle@thecompton.org.uk
Advice for students to prepare for the day
• To ensure students feel prepared for
the next steps following the outcome of
their results, we have emailed out
comprehensive guidance on Results Day
last week. Please ensure you and your
parents have read this ahead of the results
day.
• The UCAS website also has detailed
advice for parents and students at this
link:
https://www.ucas.com/undergraduate/resultsclearing

Year 13 Students - Thinking about your options?
We know that some of you with firm places are considering your
options in light of the Covid 19 outbreak, so we are recommending
some resources to help you decide:
What kind of experience will I have at university in
September?
To find out what kind of delivery your university is planning this
September, see https://www.studentcrowd.com/article/universityresponses-to-covid-19 This directory is updated regularly and
details what arrangements universities are making for students
beginning courses with them this year.
Forget the scaremongering: this could be the best year to
start university
See the above titled article from The Times which considers
why this could be an especially good time to start a university
course.
I don't want to go to university next year – what can I do
instead?
Visit https://www.theguardian.com/education/2020/jun/18/idont-want-to-go-to-university-next-year-what-can-i-do-instead to

read an article from The Guardian newspaper about your options
if you are taking a gap year. The UCAS website also has a helpful
guide
to
‘Alternatives’
to
university
–
visit
https://www.ucas.com/alternatives-to-university to find our more.
Work Experience and Internships
For those of you looking for work experience or internship
opportunities, sign up for employer alerts from UpTree www.uptree.co
I want to do an apprenticeship
The central database of apprenticeship opportunities is at
https://www.gov.uk/apply-apprenticeship. We encourage you to
use the student interactive guide to help guide your search and
prepare for interviews.
Do you want to discuss your options?
You can always e-mail Miss Doyle if you have any questions or
want
to
talk
through
any
of
these
options:
dominique.doyle@thecompton.org.uk
Jonathan McDonnell, Director of Sixth Form
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Watch out RSC - The Compton Shakespeare Company are coming at you!
This term Year 8 English students began
the study of a new topic: Romeo & Juliet.
As we all know, Shakespeare can be very
challenging, so, to support the students,
Mr Lee took on the task of creating video
clips of key scenes. Auditions were held
and it was decided that Ms Thompson
should play Romeo and Ms Hodge Juliet.
Mr Lee organised the filming of these
scenes and skilfully edited them. It was
great to see a range of staff from all
departments take on the challenge of
Shakespeare. Who knew we had so many
fantastic actors and creative costume and
prop designers. And in response, our Year
8s have been fantastic! We have been so
impressed with their understanding of this
challenging Shakespeare text!
At the end of the unit, one of the tasks
they had to complete was to design their
own front cover for the play. The
specification was to include some of the
themes from the text such as violence,

love and family. Here are just a couple of
examples of such great ideas. Well done
Year 8!
Thank you to all of those involved in the
making of the video. Do take a look. We
hope you enjoy!
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCobv
BWzM_O9tJB80RzNg3_A
Rebecca Collins
English Teacher

Word gazillionaires just keep reading - and quizzing!
As well as working incredibly hard across all subjects,
students have been reading – and quizzing – widely this term.
At the start of lockdown the Learning Resource Centre moved
online to The Compton website, with students able to access a
wide range of literacy-related resources including links to digital
books, author interviews and competitions. Our Accelerated
Reader records are showing the number of students who have
read a million words at around 80 as we go to press, with many
more very nearly there. There are numerous multi-millionaires,
not to mention eight students who have each read over a million
words since school closed. We will be awarding a lot of prizes
when school eventually resumes! Keen reader David is pictured
at home with a fantastic spread of his lockdown literature. It has
been truly wonderful to see Key Stage 3 students so engaged
with their books.
Natalia Marshall
Learning Resource Centre Manager

The Online Learning Resource Centre Showcase
During Lockdown the Online LRC has been there for all things
literary, including these exciting challenges.
Congratulations go to Rebeca Carvatchi 8C, for creating a
beautiful alternative book cover for Robin Stevens’ super-popular
series Murder Most Unladylike. Well done.
Congratulations also to Natalie Chu 11C, who put together a
string of book titles to create a message for our times. Well done.
A special mention goes to Tenesha Whittaker 7M, who obviously
just kept on reading during Lockdown. In fact, she clocked a
magnificent 1,000,000 words between May and June! Well done.
Gillian Wolfe
Learning Resource Centre Assistant
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Books to go!
So keen were our students to
keep up with their reading that we
had numerous requests for books
to borrow throughout the summer
term. We were able to deliver
nearly 300 books to support
students in keeping up with their
literacy.

Design solutions that just keep coming
Over the last year there have been so
many highlights, it’s hard to summarise on
one page.
Firstly, we want to thank both Year 11s
and Year 13s; at the beginning of the
academic year we had no idea about the
events which were to unfold. Students
spent the majority of the year finishing their
Non-examined Assessments (NEAs) and
the projects were honestly some of the
best we have ever seen. We urge you to
keep that momentum going into the next
phase of your education. We look forward
to celebrating the results with you all in
August.
This summer term has been unique. A
challenge for us all. As Design and
Technology teachers, we are missing
practical lessons as much as the students;
but that has not stopped us when it comes
to remote learning. Students have built on
their modelling and making skills; whether
it’s cat toys, pyjama bottoms, video game
controllers, pop up books, scale model
buildings…the list goes on! When students
haven’t
been
busy
creating
a
product/prototype, they have been tasked
with finessing their technical drawings,
understanding the properties of materials,
researching and responding to existing
designers as well as covering lots of cross
curricular links to Geography & Science.
In recent weeks, four of our students
have been fortunate enough to work
alongside Massachusetts Institute of
Technology (MIT), Ved Patel, Shreya

Shah, Pimpa Tawinampant and Briana
Avanu all completed an online course on
app programming and artificial intelligence
alongside university students out of MIT.
They were chosen to participate because
of their excellent work in Design and
Technology. We are so very proud of them!
We are also proud of our Year 10 and12
students, they have shown their resilience
and it is clear, they enjoy our live lessons.
During this term they have been busy
building on their NEA skills. We are
looking forward to September, when you
will begin creating your prototype!
Congratulations for completing your recent
assessment for GCSE Design and

Technology, GCSE Food Preparation and
Nutrition and A Level Product Design. We
are eager to return to build on your
successes and support you taking your
final steps of GCSE and A Level.
Everyone in the D&T department hope
you have a well-deserved summer holiday.
Josephine Binns
Head of Design & Technology

Outstanding design and development
Some really outstanding
pieces of work were submitted
to Ms Westgate from the Good
Design Project, where students
were asked to design a product
that
addresses
a
need.
Students based their designs on
their experiences of lock-down;
Harry Ng produced an excellent
manufacturing
specification,
Madiha Oke produced an
excellent card model of her
garden canopy design and Gia
Patel produced an excellent
design development page.
Joanne Westgate
i/c Graphics

Sideways hinge

screws
adhesive

Follow us on Twitter @TheComptonDT and on Instagram @TheComptonDTdept
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Music assemblies available to view online
A very special thank you to all of the students who contributed
performances as part of our Music Assemblies: Leoni
Theophanous, Auron Gashi, Scarlett Peters, Luca Pulizzi-Brown,
Ria Vara, Asagi Rasanayagam, Nam Le, Emily Warburton, Pimpa
Tawinampant, Milo Peters, Cameron Wright, Ryutaro Katsumata,
Saleena Bharmal, Anuyah Rasanayagam,Tom Robel & Rohan
Vara
Thank you to staff who also contributed. If you didn’t have the
opportunity to view them, here are the links;
KS3 Music Assembly:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9qBixDDk0Mc&feature=youtu.be
KS4 Music Assembly:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jVc1rtbn2YQ&feature=youtu.be
Katie Padilla-Jones
2i/c Music

We’re on YouTube!

Home grown musical superstars

We have created our own YouTube
channel! This is an exciting and new
venture. The channel is unlisted and
links are shared via SMHW and the
School Website. Currently it houses
all of our videos as well as celebrating
students’ special achievements and
enrichment opportunities. Year 10
have been provided with Setwork
podcasts, designed and created by
us. These include musical examples
as well as the spoken word to help
students learn important information
about the GCSE set works. Students
have been encouraged to participate
in plenty of musical enrichment
activities, including learning to play air
drums with online tools and playing
music on home-made instruments.
Lastly, we have collaborated with the
Art and Drama departments to create
a fantastic and poignant ‘Arts United’
video.

Some students have
really gone above and
beyond what was expected
of them with their online
work and home music
projects. The list below
details those students who
have worked particularly
hard in their musical
endeavours this term, and
therefore deserve a special
mention. Congratulations to
all students for their efforts:
Saleena
Bharmal,
Rebeca Carvatchi, Diya
Depala, Sharad Depala,
Ryotaro
Katsumata,
Shunsuke Katsumata, Max
Lyons, Leticia MagendaPreece,
Saleh
Moamensiamy,
Tarlan
Mohammadi,
Emily

Angelina Barlow
Head of Music

Moldoveanu, Milo Peters,
Taksh

Pujara,

Anuyah

Rasanayagam, Tom Robel,
Leah Roberts, Miya SatoWilson,

Alisha

Shah,

Joshua

Singer,

Pooja

Srivastava,

Cheryl

Yumi Tibbutt,

Tan,

Ria Vara,

Rohan Vara and Cameron
Wright,
Please keep sending us
your recordings/photos of
how you are engaging with
Music during the lockdown.
Katie Padilla-Jones
2i/c Music

Video and Audio based resources
The Music department has been very
busy this term, creating lots of online
resources. This has included video and

audio lessons, tutorials, backing tracks and
podcasts. We have enjoyed exploring new
avenues and creating video lessons to help
you to still engage with Music during the
lock-down. We are now looking to the future
and shall be using more video & audio
based learning as part of our lessons when
we are in School. Thank you for all of your
really positive feedback.
Katie Padilla-Jones
2i/c Music
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And to the future...
We hope that you continue to
engage with all of the video lessons
that we are providing and the
additional tutorials, wider listening
playlists and podcasts that will
further enhance your skills as a
musician. Don’t forget to keep
revisiting the resources and making
Music as you will be amazed at the
progress you can make when you
play/sing regularly. We hope that you
have a safe and happy summer and
very
much
look
forward
to
September.

Stay-at-home Geographers view the world from indoors
Even though most of us will
have felt our worlds have
‘shrunk’ quite a bit over the last
few weeks, our Compton
Geographers have done us
proud by continuing to explore
the outside world.
Year
7
have
been
investigating local weather by
making their own weather
recording
devices
and
uploading
their
weather
observations to an online
survey. Thanks to Pooja for
sending in her photo of her
homemade barometer and the

Year 7 meteorologists who
have already uploaded data,
and Grace for the weather
observation
photographs
below.
Year
8
have
gone
intercontinental and finished off
their independent study units
on Africa by creating a flag for
the continent. The flags had to
show their learning about the
physical
and
human
geography of Africa and as you
can see, the quality was
fantastic! Thanks to Ria, Jolie
and Caitlin from 8T and Luke,

Primavera and Scarlett from
8S for the examples below…
although I was spoilt for choice
with all the other lovely ones I
could have included!
Year 8 are concluding the
year with a unit on Coasts
where we would usually have
taken them on a trip to the
seaside. Sadly we could not do
that this year… but we have
arranged a virtual fieldtrip to
Walton on the Naze for you in
the last week of term, so get
your bucket and spade ready
Year 8 and watch this space!

This term our Year 9
Geographers have really
stepped up to the mark and
started their GCSE Geography
course with a unit on
Ecosystems. The quality of
work we have been receiving
has been outstanding in terms
of detail and effort. We are
more than confident you will hit
the ground running when you
all start your GCSE courses in
September!
Our Key Stage 4 and 5
Geographers have recently
completed their mock exams
despite this difficult time and
we have been so impressed by
the
standard
of
work
submitted. Work hard on the
tasks
your
Geography
teachers set you over the
summer and we’ll be excited to
have you back in September to
see you carry on your amazing
progress next year.

Thank you for all your hard
work over the last few weeks.
Your Geography teachers will
be passing on some ideas of
fun things to do over the
summer holidays. So please
stay learning, stay healthy, stay
safe!
Pippa McKeown
2i/c Geography

Making History in the 21st Century
The History Department has entered the
21st Century (we've joined Twitter!)
@ComptonHistory
Earlier this year we used our corridor to
display and celebrate the diverse history
that exists within our department.
To help us launch our Twitter page and
increase our social media presence, we'd
love for you to join us:
• If you have a twitter account, post a
short tweet about your history with
#MyHistory and @ComptonHistory
• If you don't have an account, send
myself/Annabel Rock a few sentences and
we will post it on your behalf (280
character limit)
You can include a picture if you wish, we
have invited our students to do the same

and will be posting everyday this week. We
hope you will join us in this celebration of
the diversity within our school community:
Ms Rock: My History started in Ireland.
Both my grandparents migrated to London
in search of work in the 1950s. They faced
a lot of challenges such as these signs
(below). My grandad went into
construction and helped build some of the
major bridges in London #MyHistory
Mr Lishak: In the late 1920s, my greatgrandfather visited the Soviet Union on
behalf of the Trades Union Congress. He

met with senior Soviet officials including
Leon Trotsky and we still have his amazing
diary which captured his visit in detail."
Amazing! #MyHistory
Kanisha Thomas
Head of History and
KS3 Religious Education
Editor’s note: We are all part of History-in-themaking right now. How have you recorded this
highly unusual time? Have you kept a diary?
Taken photos? Made a time capsule? What
have you been doing to document this special
time for posterity?
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Engineering expertise from our Year 7 scientists
Not being in school has
given
Compton
Science
students in Year 7 and Year 8
the opportunity to get creative
and apply their science skills to
real-world problems. They
have been taking part in The
Great Exhibition at Home
challenge, and their ideas and
posters have been truly
amazing!
Each week they have
tackled a new problem, from
eco-friendly transport to saving
endangered animals to floodproof housing. They have been
doing research to find out

about the best materials to use
and combining that with
original solutions to problems.
Some have even made models
of their products using
materials at home! (Photos Cheryl Tan’s amazing waste
newspaper pen pot, left; Eva
Charles’ waterwheel, right)

No matter what problems the
future brings, it is looks like our
inventive
and
thoughtful
students are up for the
challenge!
Laura Hymers
Science Teacher

Virtual Science Club looks for the answers
How does the tallest tree get water from
its roots to its highest leaves? Why
doesn't gravity pull the water back down?
This term we have been exploring
these questions and more in the Compton
Virtual Science Club. You can catch up
with the videos on The Compton YouTube
channel where Ms Hymers is guiding us
through experiments that you can carry
out at home using everyday materials
such as food colours to look at how water
moves through plants.
So, if you are missing science

practicals or want to know why pond
skaters don't sink in water, or what
happens to water in space, check out the
Compton School Science club videos.
You can share your scientific discoveries,
questions and even photos of your
experiments on our Science Club Padlet
where you will find the Science Club
videos and much more.
https://padlet.com/mshymers/36vl0y4y
ul9y7und
Joseph Hooton
Science Teacher

Ms Hymers investigating surface tension
in Compton Virtual Science Club

Hello from the Computer Science department
It has a been a challenging
time for everyone, but in the
Computer Science department
we have been impressed with
how students, parents and
teachers have embraced
technology and used it to
deliver the curriculum.
In
Computer Science we decided
to complete topics that we
would have covered in the
summer term. We have been
fortunate in our subject as
there were some excellent
video resources and websites
already available for students
and we used this to enhance
learning.
We then added live clinics
and subject catch up meetings
to meet and discuss work with
students. It was lovely to speak
to you all and discuss our
favourite subject, Computer
Science. We then turned our
attention to creating recorded
lessons, taking what we would
normally deliver in class and
amending it for a remote
audience. We know that you
found these really useful and
we think these resources will
be invaluable next year for
revision for students. The
online learning tool Seneca
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has been extremely useful and
has been used enthusiastically
by students in Year 10. It is a
great learning resource so
make sure you are signed up.
Online tests in Show My
Homework were also really
useful and a great tool for
checking learning. You all did
an excellent job.
Ms Karabey, Ms Powell and
Ms Yarwood have been
delighted with the quality of
work and commitment of
students.
Students
have
delivered their work in a variety
of formats:- self marking
spreadsheets, hand written
notes, python programs, exam

questions, complete work in
classnotes with Year 12.
A big thankyou to all the
Computer Science students
you have shown great
resilience,
creativity
and

commitment to your work. We
think the skills that you have
learned during the lockdown independent learning, time
management, organisation,
using
technology,
online
learning - will all be beneficial
for the future. We are going to
develop your new skills in
technology to use class
notebooks and assignments
via teams in the September.
Remember to keep your
programming skills alive.
We will be setting some
challenges for you over the
Summer to complete for
September. And finally have a
relaxing summer and we look
forward to seeing you in the
new schoolyear.
Julie Yarwood
Head of Computer Science

SPORTS

News at The Compton School - Round 1

by Jasmine Adem

A little bit of lockdown hasn’t stopped TCS students keeping active, fit and healthy!
The PE department has been working so hard this term to be creative and find new ideas to help inspire our students
to stay active, fit and healthy. We have grown so much with our online resources and it has shown how our hard efforts
have been paying off for our students. We now have a PE YouTube account where weekly new 60 second challenge videos
are posted with the aim of trying to bring people together and create a sense of communication with one another through
exercise. We focused on bringing back the competitive element to sports and exercise, which is something we value in
our PE lessons with students as it shows drive and determination, but also keeping it inclusive for all our students with
no need for equipment, time or space burdens. We have also received great feedback from our weekly workouts set as
an optional task via Show My Homework as students have written exercise reflections telling us their favourite workouts,
exercises and how great it makes them feel, which is amazing. Some students have even got their whole families involved
in the exercise which is great for us to see and hear about. The assembly created by the whole department involved
everyone offering a personal touch to their lockdown exercise and diet regimes and an insight to how we have adapted
our exercise to our situation. Finally our online provisions for Key Stage 4 has improved massively as the development
of the live clinics, lessons and online text/work books have been created from scratch to assist students with their GCSE
and A Level learning.
Finally, from the whole PE department we all want to say well done for all your consistent high efforts and drive to learn
and all of the work, pictures and questions you have sent to us. We hope you have enjoyed your exercise from home but
we also hope to see you all again soon. Stay safe.

When your home is your gymnasium, your football
pitch, your running track and your dance studio
It was so great to see so many of you
keeping active while at home through our
PE workouts, Joe Wicks and also by
creating workouts and exercise activities
for yourself!
Many students were very independent
with their exercise and found loads of
online resources that they used to keep
active.
James Warden, who is in the
trampolining team which was preparing for
a competition, was dedicated, even at
home, to practising his routine and
improving his form (see his comments,
right). His dedication to the sport and his
team was amazing to see.

Azeem kept
up to scratch
exercise daily
stretches to
sprinting.

his mobility and suppleness
by completing his morning
and also partaking in some
help his mobility when

Elisa Qavolli stayed active and focused
by creating her own dances at home with
her sister and managed to raise money for
charity in the process, too!

Being at home didn’t stop Erin completing
her PE lesson workouts
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SPORTS

News at The Compton School - Round 2

Taking the 60 second challenge...and more
PE teachers took to posting various
fitness challenges to keep everyone on
their toes and in tip top condition.
The challenges included a 50 rep
challenge made up of 10 squats, 10
lunges, 10 star jumps, 10 high knees and
a 10 second plank as well as a regular 60
Second Challenge on the department’s
YouTube account ('The Compton School
PE')
While showcasing their own personal
fitness, the PE staff encouraged everyone
to have a go and out-do them!
Mr Magnitis challenged you to 60
seconds worth of Abdominal Crunches.
How many sit ups and abdominal
crunches did you do to beat Mr Magnitis?
Miss Milne challenged everyone to the
60 second star jump challenge. She did 66

star jumps in 60 seconds How many did
you do?
Mr Merritt’s 60 Second Challenge was
Push Ups: he completed 35 push up claps
in 60 seconds. How many did you do?
How many of you rose to Miss Munoz’s
60 second core cruncher challenge. Miss
Munoz managed to complete 25 core
crunchers in 60 seconds. How many did
you do?
Then there was the 60 Second Reverse
Lunge challenge by Miss Fielding. Did you
manage to beat Miss Fielding?
Check out our videos on 'The Compton
PE' YouTube account.
The plank challenge was another
extremely popular activity and so many of
you consistently tried to beat your own
previous scores. Alisha and Artin were

singled out as plank challenge champs!
The plank is great for core strength
which is the mid section of your body. The
plank can help to increase muscle
definition, heighten metabolism and
reduce back pain by improving your
posture and balance.
With a stronger core every exercise you
perform will automatically improve!

TCS is now
on Facebook
The Compton School would like to
share with you our new Official
Facebook Page.
You are all invited to like our new
page and please share the page with
family and friends. Info below
FacebookLink:www.facebook.com/thecomptonschool
Facebook- @thecomptonschool
On our new
Facebook page we
will be sharing all the
latest news, videos,
daily notices as well
as important school
updates. We hope
that you enjoy our new Facebook Page.
You can also follow the school on our
Twitter @thecompton

Return to School
YEAR 7 & YEAR 12 STUDENTS:

Friday, 4th September 2020
ALL STUDENTS:

Monday, 7th September 2020
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